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ACCESS TO CURRENT JAPANESE SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL LITERATURE IN ENGLISH:
SELECTED SOURCES WITHIN THE MID-ATLANTIC REGION

Herman Baron
Diane Publishing Company

Geetha A. Rao
Drexel University

The massive trade imbalance between the United States and Japan has forced the U.S.
government to push the Japanese to lower their trade barriers, both formal and informal. In
addition, Washington is using a variety of economic and other incentives to encourage American
industry to export to Japan. Whether any of these measures, including the downward spiral of
the dollar, will have any effect is still questionable. However, there is an area where imports
from Japan will actually assist American industry in being more productive — and more
competitive. That import is information.
The general impression is that the Japanese simply do not publish in English. If they do, it is
assumed the material is written with the Westerner in mind and the publications do not contain
significant discoveries or state-of-the-art information. While this may be true for some peri
odicals, the large majority of English-language material is in fact highly important
That is why, when I prepared the initial business plan for Japanese Technical Information Service
(JTIS) in 1983, I included both Japanese and English-language sources. That service, now
available online from DIALOG, has 650 Japanese science, technology, and business journals sent
by air freight to the U.S., where they are scanned, abstracted, and indexed for various print and
online products. This paper is a brief attempt to update the English-language portion of that
research as it pertains to the Mid-Atlantic region.
First, let me tell you that in the four years that I have been involved with Japanese information,
there have been great advances. Now librarians in the Mid-Adantic region must first consult
online data bases to locate new and important facts. This was not the case four years ago, so let
me begin by listing some online sources.
There are half a dozen major U.S. science and technology (S&T) data bases which contain
significant English-language material from Japanese sources. Engineering Information's
COMPENDEX file abstracts information from some 150 Japanese journals on all aspects of
engineering. INSPEC abstracts information on computers, electronics, and physics. Japan is the
third largest source of the more than 3,000 journals scanned for this data base. MET AD EX from
Materials Information has significantly increased its coverage of metals and materials-related
journals. The PROMPT file from Predicasts, while primarily oriented toward business, does
contain data on technologies. Most of these data bases concentrate on English-language journals
simply because of the high cost involved in abstracting the Japanese-language material.
Information specialists whose budgets do not allow purchase of newsletters should consider
NEWSNET which contains the full text of over 300 newsletters covering a host of industries.
More than a dozen of these newsletters report on Japanese S&T. NEXIS, another full-text data
base, contains newspapers, magazines, wire services, and newsletters. It is extraordinarily
valuable for ur>to-the-rninute technical developments.
There are half a dozen data bases that specialize in Japanese information, with significant S&T
coverage. Asahi News Service is a daily wire service which picks up technological news two
20

days after publication in Japan. COMJJNE monitors high-tech developments in Japan. Data is
gathered from newspapers, periodicals, TV, trade and industry contacts, and government publi
cations. Japan Technology, available on DIALOG, is the electronic by-product of JTIS, which I
have discussed above. As noted there, it covers more than 600 Japanese S&T journals in English
going back to 1985. JAPIO tracks Japanese patent literature which is not duplicated in any other
source. JOIS in the English-language data base component of Japan Information Center for
Science and Technology, a Japanese abstracting and indexing service. All fields of S&T are
covered, with the majority of journals in the Japanese language.
For the majority of the journal-based data bases, the sources are Japanese-language journals
which represent significant problems for American researchers, especially in terms of translating
the articles. For serial librarians, checking in Japanese journals is a nightmare. Unfortunately,
this attitude carries over into English-language journals from Japan. Information specialists
simply are ignorant of the vast literature in English from Japan that is of extremely high quality.
Of the 10,000 journals produced in Japan, probably 20% are in English, and at least 200-300 of
those should be considered.
While the standard periodical directories such as Ulrich's do list Japanese journals, there are three
directories which list solely Japanese S&T journals. The National Diet Library in Tokyo
produces a Directory of Japanese Scientific Periodicals, while the British Library has created a
directory of Japanese Journals in English covering both S&T and business. Japan English
Publications in Print, put out by Intercontinental Marketing Corporation, is another excellent
directory of all types of publications.
Even with these excellent bibliographic aids, our research has discovered that few libraries receive
English-language journals from Japan. There is a general ignorance of their existence, coupled
with a lack of interest and demand by faculty members in universities. This is not surprising,
considering American industry's lack of interest in exporting to Japan. We have queried faculty
members, librarians, and researchers and have generally come away with this typical attitude, "If
it's not produced in America, it's not worth bothering with."
So it would seem that while access to Japanese information via the online mode has increased
tremendously in the last four years, there has been no increase in journal acquisitions. Of the 100
top S&T Japanese journals we identified, only about 10% are being held by the institutions we
surveyed. If we had the time and resources to do a nationwide study, I am afraid that only about
20% of these journals would be held by more than five to ten libraries in the U.S.
In a recent article Japanese/English translators bemoaned the lack of interest in Japanese
information in the U.S. However, those on the West Coast and in New York were extremely
busy with work given to them by Japanese companies in the U.S. utilizing their services. Since
the drop in the dollar, it is cheaper to use translators in the U.S. rather than those in Japan. Few
librarians make an effort to subscribe to journals from Japan, even those in English. Perhaps this
paper will spur some of our colleagues to look into this rich resource.
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EXAMPLES OF ENGLISH-LANGUAGE JOURNALS FROM JAPAN:
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
CHEMISTRY LETTERS
COLD REGIONS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
HITACHI REVIEW
INSTRUMENTS AND AUTOMATION
JOURNAL OF THE ADHESION SOCIETY OF JAPAN
JOURNAL OF METALS
MATERIALS ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
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